A naive way to solve the model-checking problem of the mu-calculus uses fixpoint iteration. Traditionally however mu-calculus model-checking is solved by a reduction in linear time to a parity game, which is then solved using one of the many algorithms for parity games.
Introduction
Parity games are turn-based games played on a finite directed graph. Two players Odd and Even move a token along the edges of the graph, yielding an infinite play. Each vertex belongs to exactly one player, who decides the successor vertex in the play. Vertices are labeled with a natural number priority. The winner of a play is determined by the highest priority that is encountered infinitely often along the play. Player Odd wins if this priority is odd; otherwise, player Even wins.
Parity games are interesting both for their practical applications and for complexity theoretic reasons. Their study has been motivated by their relation to many problems in formal verification and synthesis that can be reduced to the problem of solving parity games, as many properties of programs are naturally specified by means of fixpoints and parity games capture the expressive power of nested least and greatest fixpoint operators. In particular, there is a tight connection with the modal µ-calculus [2, 17] . The verification and satisfiability problems of the µ-calculus can be linearly reduced to deciding the winner of a parity game [8, 22] and solving parity games can be linearly reduced to a formula in the modal µ-calculus [24] .
Parity games are interesting for complexity theory, as the problem of determining the winner of a parity game is known to lie in UP ∩ co-UP [13] , which is contained in NP ∩ co-NP [8] . The problem is therefore unlikely to be NP-complete and it is widely believed that a polynomial solution exists. Earlier subexponential and recent quasi-polynomial solutions to parity games strengthen this belief. Despite much effort, a polynomial-time algorithm has not been found yet.
It seems evident that we require a better understanding of parity games to answer whether they can be solved in polynomial time. This paper is part of an effort to understand parity games by considering how different algorithms deal with so-called distractions and to see if perhaps we can combine features from different algorithms. As a direct result of this effort, we have discovered a very easy method to obtain winning strategies for the possibly most naive solution to parity games, which is via fixpoint iteration. The method exposes the relationship between fixpoint iteration and the famous recursive algorithm by Zielonka. For various treatments of Zielonka's recursive algorithm, we refer to [5, 23, 25] Solutions to parity games via fixpoint computation essentially translate the game into a formula of the µ-calculus which is then solved naively. Two such algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Based on the formulas by Walukiewicz [24] that translate the winning condition of a parity game to µ-calculus formulas over the parity game, Bruse et al. proposed a fixpoint algorithm we call BFL [3] . Based on earlier work by Kupferman and Vardi [18] , Di Stasio et al. implemented the APT [21] algorithm.
The contributions of this paper are the following. We discuss distractions in parity games and how they offer a compelling perspective to study different features of parity game solving algorithms. We present a novel distraction fixpoint iteration (DFI) algorithm based on computing the distractions in a parity game and prove its correctness based on a construction of winning strategies. We propose an optimization to DFI that only partially recomputes the lower fixpoints and show how this optimization trivializes strategy computation. We demonstrate that DFI is simple to implement. We compare DFI to the two fixpoint algorithms APT and BFL and show that all three are equivalent. We show empirically that the DFI algorithm is efficient for practical parity games and the fastest solution for practical model-checking games.
Preliminaries

Parity games
We formally define a parity game as a tuple (V ,V , E, pr) where V = V · ∪ V is a set of n vertices partitioned into the sets V controlled by player Even and V controlled by player Odd, and E ⊆ V ×V is a left-total binary relation describing all moves. Every vertex has at least one successor. We also write E(u) for all successors of u and u → v for v ∈ E(u). The function pr : V → {0, 1, . . . , d} assigns to each vertex a priority, where d is the highest priority in the game. We write α ∈ { , } to denote a player or and α for the opponent of α and we also use 0 for player Even and 1 for player Odd. When representing a parity game visually, we use diamonds for vertices of player Even and boxes for vertices of player Odd.
We write pr(V ) for the highest priority of vertices V and pr( ) for the highest priority in the game . We write V p for the set of vertices with priority p. With V even and V odd we denote all vertices with an even or odd priority. Notice that V and V even are not the same sets and the same holds for V and V odd .
A play π = v 0 v 1 . . . is an infinite sequence of vertices consistent with E, i.e., v i → v i+1 for all successive vertices. We denote with inf(π) the vertices that occur infinitely often in π. Player Even wins a play π if pr(inf(π)) is even; player Odd if pr(inf(π)) is odd.
A (positional) strategy σ ⊆ V → V assigns to each vertex in its domain a single successor in E, i.e., σ ⊆ E. We refer to a strategy of player α to restrict the domain of σ to V α . In the remainder, all strategies σ are of a player α. We write Plays(v) for the set of plays starting at vertex v. We write Plays(v, σ ) for all plays from v consistent with σ , and Plays(V,
A basic result for parity games is that they are memoryless determined [7] , i.e., each vertex is either winning for player Even or for player Odd, and both players have a strategy for their winning vertices. Player α wins vertex v if they have a strategy σ such that every π ∈ Plays(v, σ ) is winning for player α.
Several algorithms for solving parity games employ attractor computation. Given a set of vertices A, the attractor of A for a player α represents those vertices from which player α can force a play to visit A.
We write Attr α (A) to attract vertices in to A as player α, i.e., the fixpoint of
Informally, we compute the α-attractor of A with a backward search from A, initially setting Z := A and iteratively adding α-vertices with a successor in Z and α-vertices with no successors outside Z. We call a set of vertices A α-maximal if A = Attr α (A). The attractor also yields an "attractor strategy" by selecting a vertex in Z for every added α-vertex v when v is added to Z, and by selecting a vertex in Z for all α-vertices in A that do not yet have a strategy but can play to Z.
The modal µ-calculus
We now introduce the modal µ-calculus [2, 17] , which we use in this paper as an aid to describe and reason about the algorithms. We define the µ-calculus over parity games. Formulas are constructed using conjunction, disjunction, modalities and fixpoint operators. Let X be a set of second-order variables. The set of µ-calculus formulas in positive normal form is generated by the following grammar:
where X ∈ X and U ⊆ V is a set of vertices of the parity game, for example the sets V , V , V p , V even and V odd introduced above. Given some parity game , an interpretation of the variables in X is a mapping ρ : X → 2 V . The semantics of this µ-calculus is a set of vertices, inductively defined as follows.
It is well-known that the semantics of µX.φ is the least fixpoint of φ : starting with X := / 0, we compute X := φ ρ[X →X] until X is a fixpoint; similarly, we compute the semantics of νX.φ with the greatest fixpoint of φ , starting with X := V , we apply φ until X is a fixpoint.
Distractions
Imagine a parity game for which we know the winning regions and now we want to compute the winning strategies for both players. The most naive method would select a random successor inside the winning region for every vertex of the winning player. This is obviously incorrect as the following example shows. 1 2 In this example player Even controls both vertices and wins the entire game by playing from 1 to 2, as this results in each play alternating between the two vertices, i.e., the highest priority seen infinitely often is even. If however player Even would select a random strategy and select as the strategy to play from 1 to 1, then the highest priority seen infinitely often would be odd and player Even would lose. Selecting a random strategy that stays in the won region is therefore incorrect. A smarter but still incorrect method is to try to play to the highest priority vertex of the winner's parity, by repeatedly attracting to the highest vertices like in attractor-based algorithms [1, 4, 25] . This however does not always produce a correct result. Sometimes playing to an "attractive high priority" vertex can be a deception, as the following example shows. This entire game is won by player Even. However, picking a winning strategy is not trivial. The result of attractor computation is that no vertex is attracted to 18, no vertex is attracted to 17, vertices {1, 2, 3} are attracted to 16, and finally vertex 4 is attracted to 5. If player Even plays from 3 to 3, they lose. Playing from 4 to 5 is losing. Less obvious is that playing from 2 to 16 is also losing, because player Even must play via 5 and 4 to 17. Any play that sees 16 infinitely often also sees 17 infinitely often. Player Even can only win by playing from 18 to 3 to 16 to 5 to 4 to 17 to 2 to 1. Then player Odd can either choose to play from 1 to 2 or to 18, i.e., to a cycle with priority 2 or to a cycle with priority 18. In order to win, player Even must not play to 16 from some vertices. We propose to call vertices like vertex 16 distractions. A distraction for player α is a vertex v with an α-priority p, such that if player α always plays to reach v along paths of priorities ≤ p, then player α wins v and all vertices that reach v. That is, a distraction for α is a high value vertex v with an α-priority that player α can win if player α always tries to visit it. This occurs either when player α can attract v to vertices with higher priorities of α, so every cycle with v also visits one of these vertices, or when player α can attract v to a (lower) α-dominion. We distinguish clear distractions and devious distractions. A clear distraction is a vertex v that is a distraction for player α and in the winning region of player α. While solving the game, player α may initially try to visit v, but at some point the algorithm determines that v is losing for player α and player α then avoids v. A devious distraction is a vertex v that is a distraction for player α and in the winning region of player α. That is, player α wins vertex v but only by not playing towards v from some vertices that could play to v. We conjecture that whenever simple attractor computation yields an incorrect strategy, this is due to devious distractions.
If a vertex v is a distraction because the opponent can attract v to higher vertices of α's priorities, then this is either trivial, when player α directly attracts v, or player α attracts v via a tangle. A tangle [4] is a subgame where one player has a strategy to win all plays that stay inside the tangle. The other player must therefore escape the tangle. These escapes then lead to vertices of higher priorities of player α, ensuring that any play that visits v infinitely often also visits one of these vertices infinitely often. In the example, 17 does not directly attract 16, but 4 and 5 form a tangle which player Even must escape.
The vertices with a higher α's priority that player α can force plays from a devious distraction v to, are themselves clear distractions (for player α) that are won by player α, otherwise player α would not win vertex v. Then, when a parity game solver decides that these vertices are distractions for α and won by α, the strategy that is a witness to this is also the strategy that avoids the devious distraction v, otherwise v would not be a devious distraction. Thus, simply remembering the strategy used to decide clear distractions yields the correct strategy to avoid devious distractions.
We now consider briefly how different parity game solving algorithms deal with distractions. Nearly every solver initially prefers to play to the highest priority. A solver must at some point decide that a nice high priority vertex is not actually a desirable target. The challenge is thus to recognize early that some vertices are distractions and the key question to ask of these algorithms is how they accomplish this. We believe that this may be a key to a deeper understanding of parity games.
For the attractor-based algorithms like Zielonka's recursive algorithm [25] , priority promotion [1] and tangle learning [4] , reaching a vertex with the highest priority remains the goal until it is actually attracted by the opponent. For algorithms that employ progress measures, such as small progress measures [14] , often reaching high priority vertices is the primary goal, but vertices with α's priority along the path get a higher value; thus if the value of a distraction does not increase, the algorithm lifts vertices along alternative paths, basically ignoring distractions. This is especially true with the recent quasipolynomial solutions, the "succinct progress measures" [15] and the "ordered progress measures" [9] , as the value of vertices with progress quickly overtakes vertices with only a high priority.
Algorithms based on progress measures cannot find that distractions are attracted by the opponent. They are fundamentally unable to do so because they only compute progress measures from the perspective of a single player. Current attractor-based algorithms have no mechanism to ignore vertices that have no good continuation, because they do not explicitly ignore such vertices or assign a higher value to vertices along the path to a high priority vertex. No current algorithm combines these features.
An open question is whether parity games without devious distractions are easier to solve than parity games with devious distractions. Even clear distractions can make many algorithms slow, exponentially so, as we demonstrate for attractor-based algorithms with the Two Counters game [6] . Notice also that the above discussion implies a partition of every winning region into subgames separated by the clear distractions where the strategy inside each subgame is the witness strategy that avoids any devious distractions (see e.g. Fig. 1 below) .
The distraction fixpoint iteration (DFI) algorithm
We propose an algorithm that does not directly compute the winning regions, but instead computes which vertices are distractions. This leads to an algorithm that naturally follows the intuition to assume first that all vertices are won by the player of the parity of their priority, and then to refine this estimation.
Computing the distractions by means of fixpoints
The algorithm maintains a series of sets Z 0 , Z 1 , . . . , Z d for the priorities 0, 1, . . . , d in the game. These sets are updated by a nested fixpoint operation and in the final state contain all vertices that are not won by the player of the parity of their priority. Each set Z p contains the vertices that are estimated to be won by player 1 − (p mod 2). For example, vertices in Z 5 are estimated won by player Even. Z p thus identifies distractions while solving the game, even though in the final state of the computation, distractions that are won by their player, i.e., devious distractions, are not in the Z p sets. We use the Z p sets such that membership in Z p is only relevant for vertices in V p , by working with a set Z such that
We compute who wins each vertex according to this set Z,
We can equivalently define these sets using the µ-calculus notation,
The fundamental idea of the algorithm is to estimate whether vertices are distractions based only on the direct successors and to update this estimate in a strict order, beginning with the least important vertices, and resetting the estimates of lower vertices whenever a higher vertex is updated. To estimate whether a vertex is won in one step, based on its direct successors, given Z, we compute
Or defined equivalently using the µ-calculus notation,
Now that we can compute whether a vertex is forced in one step to the (estimated) winning region of each player, we can easily compute all vertices that are distractions according to this estimation,
These are all the vertices with even priorities that are estimated to be won in one step by player Odd and vice versa. In a way, we are checking whether the estimated winning regions are closed, and update the vertices that should actually belong to the winning region of the other player. We now solve parity games by computing which vertices are distractions,
Having computed all distractions, obtaining the winning regions is trivial. Player Even wins Even(Distraction) and player Odd wins Odd(Distraction). Notice that due to how µ-calculus formulas work, all sets Z 0 . . . Z d contain all (simple) distractions, however in practice we only consider vertices with priority p when updating the set Z p . This optimization is important and has been noted by [3] .
We can now implement the basic algorithm as in Algorithm 1. We simply begin with the lowest vertices and work our way up until a set Z p is changed, upon which we reset all lower sets. 
Proving DFI correct by constructing the winning strategy
In the following, we prove that DFI correctly computes the winning regions. We prove this by constructing the winning strategies for both players in their won regions. Notice that the DFI algorithm as presented above does not actually compute this winning strategy explicitly.
In the following, we define the set of vertices V ≤p := {v | pr(v) ≤ p} and also the set Won(α) ≤p := {v ∈ V ≤p | winner(v, Z) = α} of vertices in V ≤p won by player α according to estimation Z. Lemma 1. After computing the fixpoint of Z p , player α ∈ { , } has a winning region W α ≡ Won(α) ≤p and a strategy σ α for all v ∈ V α ∩W α , such that
• α never plays from W α to Won(α)
• α cannot play from W α to Won(α)
• all cycles consistent with σ α in W α are won by α Proof. We prove by induction. Lemma 1 is trivially true for the empty game. We assume that Lemma 1 holds after computing the fixpoint of Z p−1 and show that it holds after computing the fixpoint of Z p . To prove the property for both players, we distinguish the two cases α = (p mod 2) and α = (p mod 2). Case 1. α = (p mod 2). We maintain a set of won vertices W α ⊆ V ≤p and a strategy σ α for all vertices in V α ∩W α . We update W α and σ α after every iteration of the fixpoint computation. We prove that Lemma 1 holds for W α and σ α after each update. Initially, W α = / 0 and σ α = / 0 so Lemma 1 trivially holds. Recall that the fixpoint operation repeatedly recomputes the fixpoint of Z p−1 and updates Z p with all p-vertices that now play in one step to Won(α), the winning region of α in the entire game. After computing the lower fixpoint Z p−1 , we obtain the set Won(α) <p and the strategy σ α,<p (for the vertices α wins in V <p ). We then set
where W α and σ α will be the next W α and σ α . It is critical that we keep the old strategy σ α for all vertices in W α . Notice that the region won by α in the lower game monotonically increases with every iteration, since the only difference between the fixpoint iterations is that more vertices with priority p are now
the update to Z p and σ α has a strategy for all vertices in V α ∩W α .
We partition W α into three regions
We now prove that strategy σ α is such that all cycles consistent with σ α in W α are either fully inside W α or fully inside Won(α) <p \W α . No cycles are between the three regions or in the third region. See also Fig. 1 .
First, by induction hypothesis, we know that σ α is such that α does not and α cannot play from W α to Won(α) of the previous update, i.e., V ≤p \W α , which includes all vertices in Won(α) <p \W α . Hence, it is not possible to play from W α to the other two regions. Second, by induction hypothesis, we know that σ α,<p is such that no play is possible from Won(α) <p to Won(α), which includes the vertices in V p \W α . This then also holds for the subregion Won(α) <p \W α with strategy σ α . Third, any α-vertex in V p that is now a distraction only has successors already in Won(α) and α-vertices in V p only choose successors already in Won(α). Hence, no play stays in V p ∩ Onestep α and therefore there are no cycles in V p ∩ Onestep α . Since all cycles are only inside W α or inside Won(α) <p \W α , we know by induction hypothesis about σ α that all cycles in W α are won by α due to σ α and that all cycles in Won(α) <p \W α are won by α due to σ α,<p . Hence, all cycles consistent with σ α in W α are won by α.
Furthermore, by induction hypothesis, we know that strategy σ α does not allow a play from W α to Won(α); by induction hypothesis, we know that strategy σ α,<p does not allow a play from Won(α) <p \W α to Won(α); and by construction, every p-vertex that is now a distraction is either owned by α and cannot play to Won(α), or is owned by α with a strategy to play to Won(α) and does not play to Won(α).
We have now proven that Lemma 1 holds after each iteration of the fixpoint; therefore it holds when the fixpoint computation is finished.
Case 2. α = (p mod 2). After computing the fixpoint of Z p , we set W α := Won(α) <p ∪ (V p \ Z p ) and choose as the strategy σ α,<p and for α-vertices in V p any successor in Won(α). We know by induction hypothesis that σ α,<p only allows cycles inside Won(α) <p that are won by α; furthermore all cycles inside (V p \ Z p ) are won by α with priority p and the same holds for cycles between Won(α) <p and (V p \ Z p ). Furthermore, by induction hypothesis, there is no play from Won(α) <p to Won(α) and since the fixpoint of Z p is completed, we have a strategy in Won(α) for all α-vertices in (V p \ Z p ) and no α-vertex in (V p \ Z p ) can play to Won(α).
Lemma 2. The DFI algorithm solves parity games.
Proof. By Lemma 1, after computing the fixpoint Z p of the highest priority p of the game, the regions Won(α) for players and according to the set Z are won by players and respectively, as from each region the losing player cannot leave and the winner has a strategy to win all cycles inside the region.
Freezing below the fixpoint
In the proof of Lemma 1, we computed a strategy σ α for player α. The obvious question is how we can modify DFI to compute this strategy. We propose an extension to DFI that follows easily from the proof of Lemma 1. After recomputing each lower fixpoint in the fixpoint iteration of a set Z p , notice that the vertices in W α , where α = 1 − (p mod 2), are still winning for α. We do not need to recompute whether these vertices are distractions, as we already know that they will be in the winning region of α. The only change will be that vertices currently winning for α might become winning for α. We propose to use a set of frozen vertices F p associated with each fixpoint Z p that we do not recompute until fixpoint Z p has been completed and we only recompute the lower fixpoints for vertices in V <p \ F p .
Lemma 3. The winning region W α (α ∈ { , }) after computing the fixpoint Z p is identical if we first fix a set of frozen vertices F α ⊆ W α as won by player α and then compute the fixpoint Z p .
Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume that some vertices U ⊆ W α \ F α are won by α. By Lemma 1, we have that α cannot reach W α from U, therefore α has a strategy to win by staying inside U, regardless of the strategy of α. However, by Lemma 1, α has a strategy to win all plays that stay inside W α .
As the set of frozen vertices F p is set to W α before the next iteration of the lower fixpoint, and since W α ⊆ W α , therefore F p ⊆ W α and by Lemma 3 we know that recomputing the lower fixpoint while "freezing" vertices F p yields the same (correct) result. Notice that the frozen vertices are exactly those of which we want to keep the strategy σ α fixed. Then whenever we evaluate which player wins a vertex in one step, we set the strategy accordingly, while all the frozen vertices keep their current strategy. Since a vertex v is in at most one frozen set at a time, we can also just employ a single function F : V → {−, 0, 1, . . . , d} to encode whether a vertex is frozen and at which priority. This leads to Algorithm 2.
If we compare with Zielonka's recursive algorithm as presented in [5, Algorithm 3] , we see that the frozen vertices in DFI are exactly the vertices in W α that are not recomputed in the second recursion of line 10 of [5, Algorithm 3] . The recursive algorithm and DFI thus use the same mechanism to decide that a vertex is a distraction and to preserve the correct winning strategy. The major difference between the two is that DFI relies on the one-step attractor while the recursive algorithm uses full attractor computation. In fact, while the recursive algorithm requires repeated attractor computation and recursion, DFI can be implemented with a simple loop, as demonstrated in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Implementation
We implement DFI in the parity game solver OINK [5] . We use a bitvector to represent Z, recording 1 if a vertex is a distraction and 0 otherwise. In addition, we use a simple int array to represent F as a function V → {−, 0, 1, . . . , d}, as each vertex is only in at most one F p set at a time. We also sort all vertices by priority after reading the input file, so we can simply start with the first vertex and restart with the first vertex whenever we are done with a priority and the fixpoint is updated. The implementation is available online via https://www.github.com/trolando/oink. Lemma 4. The DFI algorithm requires O(n · log(n)) space and O(n d ) time.
Proof. For every vertex, we use 1 bit to mark whether the vertex is a distraction, furthermore log(d + 1) bits for the priority at which a vertex is frozen and log(n) bits for the chosen strategy of each vertex. Hence the space complexity is O(n · (1 + log(n) + log(d + 1) )) = O(n · log(n)). Whenever we reset lower fixpoints, a higher fixpoint monotonically increases. As there are d + 1 fixpoints and each fixpoint can only be updated at most n times, we obtain an upper bound of O(n d ).
Related work
An optimization to only reset the fixpoints of the other parity between iterations has been proposed [3, Sec. 5.1] by Bruse et al. and also applied [20] by Sanchez et al. However our optimization is different and actually more powerful. Not only do we not reset the lower fixpoints of the same parity, we actually do not re-evaluate all vertices with a lower priority that are currently won by player 1 − (p mod 2) until the fixpoint Z p is computed, which includes all vertices currently in the lower fixpoints Z p−2 , Z p−4 , . . . but also vertices of priorities p − 1, p − 3, . . . that are not in Z p−1 , Z p−3 , . . . .
Hofmann et al. [11] propose a way to compute winning strategies (called "certificates") directly for µ-calculus model-checking which is very similar to our proposal here. However they only compute the strategy for player 0 and also have to maintain the witness strategies for all recursion depths of the fixpoint algorithm, resulting in a space complexity of O(|S| 2 |φ | 2 ), where |S| is the size of the transition system and |φ | is the size of the µ-calculus formula. As the number of vertices of the parity game n = |S||φ |, we can rewrite the space complexity of DFI as O(|S||φ | log(|S||φ |)) which improves upon [11] . This is a direct result of our optimization of freezing vertices between iterations of the fixpoint computation.
Comparing with APT and BFL
The APT algorithm originates with Vardi and Kupferman, who proposed an algorithm to solve parity games using weak alternating automata in [18] . They extend parity games with two sets Visiting and Avoiding meaning sets of states that are "good for even" and "bad for even" respectively. The APT algorithm was implemented and proven correct by Di Stasio et al [21] . They present APT for a minimum parity condition, where the winner is determined by the lowest instead of the highest priority. We initially present APT similarly, but rewrite to a maximum parity condition at the end of a series of rewriting steps. Furthermore, they denote with V and A the sets Visiting and Avoiding; we use Visit and Avoid. For consistency, we use µ-calculus notation wherever appropriate.
The authors introduce the one-step attractor that computes all vertices in the game that can be attracted to a given set of vertices X in one step,
We can also write this one-step attractor using µ-calculus notation,
Thus, force 0 attracts for player Even and force 1 for player Odd. Also, if one player can force vertices to play to X, then we know that the opponent can force all other vertices to the rest of the game, i.e.,
The APT algorithm is described as a fixpoint that is inductively defined 1 to compute the set of winning states for Even Win 0 (V 1 ·V 2 · · ·V d , / 0, / 0) given a parity condition β := V 1 ·V 2 · · ·V d of the sets of states with priorities 1, 2, . . . , d,
The point of this definition is the alternation between computing Win 0 for sets V i of odd priorities and Win 1 for sets V i of even priorities. The Y i set associated with each V i of odd priority thus describes the states that are good for Even and the Y i set for each V i of even priority describes all states that are good for Odd. We now rewrite the definition step by step. To clarify the next steps, we take as example the formulas for parity games with respectively 2, 3, 4 and 5 priorities:
See further [21] for this derivation. We use the earlier equivalence to eliminate force 1 and the fact that the sets V i partition V to rewrite V \V i for even i,
We can now rewrite these to:
Now, Visit is the set of states that is good-for-Even according to the fixpoint sets Y 1 . . .Y d . After computing these fixpoints, the odd sets contain all vertices won by player Even, while the even sets contain all vertices won by player Odd. Membership of Y p is only relevant in Visit for vertices with priority p. When computing sets Y p , we actually only need to record vertices with priority p. The sets Y p thus encode that vertices in V p are good for the other player. That is, that these vertices are distractions.
Lemma 5. APT is equivalent to DFI.
Proof. Both algorithms compute the exact same sets Y p , considering that only the vertices in V p are relevant for each Y p and we therefore only update Y p for vertices in V p . The algorithms both compute first the fixpoint of distracting vertices of the least important priority, then continue with the next priority. Each time the fixpoint of some priority is updated with new distracting vertices, all deeper nested fixpoints are reset. Thus, both algorithms compute the same sets of distracting vertices.
Based on the formulas by Walukiewicz [24] that translate the winning condition of a parity game to µ-calculus formulas over the parity game, Bruse et al. proposed a fixpoint algorithm we call BFL [3] .
Lemma 6. APT is equivalent to BFL. Proof. We define X i as Y i for odd i and V \Y i for even i, i.e., X i represents the states that are good-for-Even. Rewriting Y i := V \ X i and µY i .φ := V \ νX i .V \ φ for even i, and simply Y i := X i for odd i, we obtain
Furthermore, because the sets V p partition V , we have that
We use the definition of force 0 (X) to obtain
where σ is ν if d is odd and µ if it is even.
Finally, we change from the minimal parity condition V 1 · · ·V d to the maximal parity condition V d−1 · · ·V 0 and then our final result is
This is precisely the fixpoint formula in [3] .
In a footnote, Di Stasio et al write: "The unravelings of Win 0 and Win 1 have some analogies with the fixed-point formula introduced in [3] also used to solve parity games. Unlike our work, however, the formula presented there is just a translation of the Zielonka algorithm [24] ." We have now shown that these algorithms are equivalent. Furthermore, as the computed fixpoints of the three algorithms are equivalent, so are their implementations. The only major difference is that APT does not find the winning strategies and BFL has a rather convoluted way to find the winning strategies.
Empirical evaluation
The goal of the empirical evaluation is to study the performance of the version of DFI that computes winning strategies and to compare it with its closest cousins, the attractor-based algorithms Zielonka (ZLK), priority promotion (PP) and tangle learning (TL). We also compare with strategy iteration (SI) since this algorithm is used as a backend by the LTL synthesis tool STRIX [19] .
We do not report on the various crafted benchmarks designed to expose pathological behavior, as it is clear that DFI is very much vulnerable to such artificial games. We also do not report on random games with few priorities, as this has been done before with positive results [21] , however this comparison has two problems. First, the comparison was done in PGSOLVER [10] , which is certainly an important platform for parity game research, but is also significantly slower than the implementations in OINK [5] . Table 2 : Cumulative time in sec. (average of five runs) spent to solve all games in each set of benchmarks, with a timeout of 1800 seconds. We record 1800 seconds when the computation timed out.
Second, there is no obvious reason why random games with few priorities would be a good representative for games derived from actual applications. Hence, we implement DFI in the parity game solver OINK and we use as benchmarks those from model-checking and equivalence checking proposed by Keiren [16] . These are 313 model-checking and 216 equivalence checking games. Furthermore, we consider a new category of 223 "reactive synthesis" benchmarks obtained via the LTL synthesis tool STRIX [19] from the synthesis competition [12] . See also Table 1 . Notable is the very high number of vertices compared to the number of priorities, and also that the average outdegree of vertices in these games is very low. The experiments were performed on a cluster of Dell PowerEdge M610 servers with two Xeon E5520 processors and 24 GB internal memory each. The tools were compiled with gcc 5.4.0. All experimental scripts and log files are available via https://www.github.com/trolando/dfi-experiments. Table 2 shows the cumulative runtimes of the five algorithms, with and without the preprocessing analysis (removing self-loops and winner-controlled winning cycles). We record the total time spent solving, including preprocessing. Only strategy iteration had timeouts. For the runs that timed out, we simply used the timeout value of 1800 seconds, but this underestimates the actual runtime. See further [5] for a comparison that shows that zlk and pp are the fastest solvers for practical games. Notice that preprocessing is helpful in almost all cases. A remarkable result is that the DFI algorithm (with preprocessing) is the fastest solver for model-checking games. We learn from closer inspection of the data that almost all games are solved in a fraction of a second by all solvers, while DFI slightly outperforms the other solvers for the handful of slower games. An explanation for the speed of DFI probably lies in its simplicity and in favorable memory access patterns. As the vertices are ordered by priority before solving, vertices are evaluated consecutively for the fixpoints, which could be more efficient than when for example use of full attractors results in irregular memory accesses. Furthermore, the implementation in C is a tight loop without recursion. We also parallelized all three forall loops in Algorithm 2 and obtain good speedups of up to 4.8× with 8 cores; however most games are already solved within seconds. In the interest of space, we omit these results.
Conclusions
We have discussed distractions in parity games and how various algorithms deal with the distractions. It is important to the understanding of parity game solvers to know how they deal with distractions, that is, how they decide that a vertex is a distraction or no longer a distraction and why. We show a fundamental difference between attractor-based algorithms and algorithms employing progress measures.
We have implemented a new fixpoint algorithm DFI that computes winning strategies by "freezing" the winning strategy that is the witness to the decision that certain vertices are now a distraction.
The remarkable result that DFI is the fastest solver for parity games from model-checking leads us to wonder whether parity games might be a distraction for solving µ-calculus model-checking, as simple fixpoint iteration already selects successful strategies.
